VIII.1 INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION FOR OPERATIONS

Part VIII contains system information for Operations and the Forecast Component internal arrays that are used to hold information related to the Operations.

Chapter VIII.2 [Hyperlink] describes the internal arrays used for each Forecast Component Segment to initialize and execute the Operations Table. These arrays contain parametric and carryover data for Operations, pointers needed when executing the Operations Table, times series parameters and time series data.

Chapter VIII.3 [Hyperlink] contains system documentation for each Operation. The documentation includes descriptions of the parametric and carryover data and the routines associated with the Operation.

Chapter VIII.4 [Hyperlink] contains information about how to add a new Operation to the Forecast Component. The Forecast Component was designed so that new Operations could be added to the system without needing a detailed knowledge of the files and program control. The routines that need to be written and the procedure for testing and documenting are described.